ALL-STAR ACTIVITY - MAD LIBS
Fill in the blanks to see how the story ends!

Today is the day _______________ has finally been signed to the Pittsburgh Penguins!

(Your Name)

Time to get ready for the big game. First, we have to make sure we are fully prepared.

We have to eat __________ and drink __________ to make sure we are

(Favorite Food) (Favorite Drink)

hydrated. Now, time to gear up! We put on a ___________ and __________,

(Article of Clothing) (Another Article of Clothing)

then ____________ our skates. You sure look ____________! Time to shine on

(Verb) (Adjective)

the ice. Look.. ____________, ____________ & ____________ are in the stands,

(Family & Friends)

shouting ____________! ____________ passes the puck. ____________

(Favorite Chant) (Favorite Player) (Your Name)

shoots, ____________ scores!

(Your Name)